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life!) amid the AIDS crisis in the 1990s might also inform the object of  pornography, 
viewed here as expendable, undervalued, and in need of  care.
 In this brief  sketch, I have traced homologies that suggest a strong affinity between 
queer theory and porn studies, but their complementarity reflects their particularities as 
well. For while queer theory and porn studies appear increasingly to intersect, they also 
leave impressions on one another, which I have tried to make explicit. Linda Williams’s 
suggestion that porn studies might have flourished under queer studies invites us to 
consider the ways that queer theory—queer studies’ instantiating hermeneutic—can 
reorient our understanding of  adult cinema. To study pornography continues to 
require a rigorous defense—what I call “the disclaimer”— of  the critical value of  the 
very object before the analysis we hope to pursue can begin, much as queer theory did 
in its early days.27 Meanwhile, porn studies can learn from queer theory to be more 
promiscuous, interdisciplinary, capacious, and reflective of  itself. Lee Edelman notes 
the homologue I have been tracing as follows: “Like pornography, queerness occupies 
the space of  what resists the advances of  knowledge, what conceptualization can’t 
domesticate by way of  its will-to-identity. As such it never coincides with itself, never 
quickens into form.”28 It is in this resistance to a preset knowledge that queerness and 
pornography seem most alike, most challenging, and most productive.  ✽

27 In an ironic turn, it is contemporary queer theory that now appears to be more institutionalized and less in need of 
a defense.

28 Lee Edelman, “Unbecoming: Pornography and the Queer Event,” in Post Porn Politics: Queer-Feminist Perspec-
tive on the Politics of Porn Performance and Sex-Work as Culture Production, ed. Tim Stüttgen (Berlin: b_books, 
2009), 38.

No Sex in Newark: Postindustrial 
Erotics at the Intersection of Urban 
and Adult Film History
by WhitnEy strub

N o masterpiece of  pornography by most standards, Newark Penn 
Station Pt 1: Dude Fingering My Musty Booty (neanea14, 2015) 
consists of  fifty-six seconds set in a restroom that foreground a 
man’s thrust-out ass. We peer up into it from below, as another 

man sitting on a toilet in an adjacent stall reaches under the divide to, 
indeed, finger it. The man being fingered shoots the scene from his 
phone camera, held in one hand as he strokes himself  with the other, 
leaving us with a shaky and constrained view. Just before the minute 
mark, it abruptly stops. 
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 Fortunately for viewers left disoriented or seeking narrative or sexual closure, our 
cruising pornographer, known only as neanea14, posted a short sequel to his XTube 
channel. In the caption to Newark Penn Station Pt 2 (2015), he explains, “i went to the 
urinals and we went into the stall to finish what we started at the urinals. my dick was 
musty as fuck. hope you enjoy.”1 This fifty-seven-second scene brings the video to an 
orgasmic conclusion, as the two men, now standing inside one stall, jack themselves 
and each other off to completion, ejaculating in turn into the toilet bowl. In the next 
stall, a man stands to pee and flushes, seen only by his feet.
 We never see faces in the two videos, which afford us mere snippets of  the men 
at play: black, with tight athletic abdomens, dressed casually in sweatpants, jeans, 
and sneakers. From neanea14’s profile, we get an expanded sense of  an attractive 
twentysomething very interested in public sex, public masturbation, and the act of  
recording himself. Much of  his erotic circuit seems to follow the route of  the northern 
New Jersey Port Authority Trans-Hudson (PATH) train itinerary, with similar 
encounters recorded at the Journal Square stop in Jersey City and elsewhere. 
 Much could be said of  the sometimes charming, sometimes troubling erotic 
subjectivity that neanea14 charts over the course of  his fifty short videos, all posted 
to XTube between approximately 2013 and 2016. As a proud versatile bottom and 
self-identified Christian, his stated turn-ons include mustiness and men of  all varieties, 
with the exception of  “fat guys and Caucasian men.” As an exemplar of  Black queer 
autopornography, he represents do-it-yourself  (DIY) culture work of  the sort that still 
receives too little scholarly attention.2 
 The work of  neanea14 also points toward the ways pornography proves useful at 
the intersection of  urban history, film studies, and the history of  sexuality, especially 
when traditional archives fail us. Both the production and the exhibition of  porn 
offer rich resources for documenting precarious postindustrial erotics that too often 
go overlooked. Notably, neanea14’s “hit me up” geography does not include New 
York City—a mere three stops and ten minutes past Journal Square on the PATH, 
and so easily accessible for him. Instead, it comprises a North Jersey nexus of  Jersey 
City, Bayonne, Newark, Hoboken, and East Orange. Nor is neanea14 the only DIY 
pornographer working in this space; XTube user deesoul87 offers Penn Station Head 
(2011), seventy-five seconds of  blow-job footage riskily shot on an elevator inside 
Newark Penn Station.3 
 Clearly, Newark affords space for pleasure and desire. One would not know it 
from the existing scholarship on the city, however. In the dominant national symbolic 
economy, Newark remains an overdetermined metonym of  urban decay, eternally 
trapped in the shadow of  1967’s long hot summer and its incessant renarrativization 
everywhere from PBS to Philip Roth novels.4 When anthropologist Ana Ramos-Zayas 

1 The profile of neanea14, with links to his videos, can be found at https://www.xtube.com/profile/neanea14-3759531. 

2 Indeed, Black gay porn in general needs and deserves more critical analysis. See Terry Rowden, “The ‘Top’ of the 
Heap: Race, Manhood, and Legitimation in My Life in Porn: The Bobby Blake Story,” Black Camera 2, no. 2 (2011): 
80–99. 

3 deesoul87, Penn Station Head (2011), https://www.xtube.com/video-watch/penn-station-head-1260146.

4 See, for example, Revolution ’67 (Marylou Tibaldo-Bongiorno, 2007); Philip Roth, American Pastoral (New York: 
Vintage, 1998).
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studied how Newark was rendered legible to Brazilian and Puerto Rican immigrant 
communities, she found that blackness registered as an affect, defined through 
aggression, which in turn became the “meta-narrative of  emotion in Newark.”5 In this 
reading of  the city, otherwise-marginalized groups partook of  hegemonic consensus.
 Indeed, postindustrial blackness seems to foreclose the sort of  urban erotics 
bestowed on other cities. To pluck from eclectic historiographies for effect: eighteenth-
century Philadelphia begins with Sex among the Rabble and grows into the postwar City of  
Sisterly and Brotherly Loves; New York gets both Licentious Gotham and Prurient Interests; San 
Francisco, simply Erotic City.6 Even Kansas gets Sex in the Heartland; Minnesota, Land of  
10,000 Loves; and Arkansas, the enticingly queer Un-Natural State.7 Yet when it comes to 
Newark—and this could easily be Gary, Flint, Cleveland, or Baltimore—urban history 
flattens into a familiar but desexualized arc of  immigration, redevelopment, riots, 
Black Power, and urban decay. No Cause for Indictment is the connotative apotheosis, 
a self-declared “autopsy” of  the city.8 Tellingly, when Kevin Mumford wrote a book 
about Newark in between his pioneering history of  interracial sex districts and his 
field-defining Black gay history monograph, he attended carefully to gender, but even 
he saw no sex.9

 Amateur pornographers such as neanea14 and deesoul87 thus importantly 
articulate an urban eros otherwise insufficiently recognized: the simple fact that 
Newark, like other postindustrial Black and Latino cities, is as sexy as any other place, 
yet defined through a general absence of  the whiteness that corresponds uncomfortably 
with eroticism in dominant narratives. That said, a representational charting of  desire 
can take us only so far. While scholars of  urban film history have generally failed to 
account for the central role of  pornography in both depicting cities and mapping 
sexuality, recent work has taken up the challenge, from Elena Gorfinkel’s investigation 
of  grindhouse historicity in sexploitation’s recursive reliance on Times Square footage 
to Jeffrey Escoffier’s argument for 1970s gay hard core as “homorealism.”10 In my own 

5 Ana Ramos-Zayas, Street Therapists: Race, Affect, and Neoliberal Personhood in Latino Newark (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2012), 41.

6 Clare Lyons, Sex among the Rabble: An Intimate History of Gender and Power in the Age of Revolution, Philadelphia, 
1730–1830 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012); Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly 
Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945–1972 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2004); Donna Dennis, 
Licentious Gotham: Erotic Publishing and Its Prosecution in Nineteenth-Century New York (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2009); Andrea Friedman, Prurient Interests: Gender, Democracy, and Obscenity in New 
York City, 1909–1945 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2000); Josh Sides, Erotic City: Sexual Revolutions 
and the Making of Modern San Francisco (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012).

7 Beth Bailey, Sex in the Heartland (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999); Stewart Van Cleve, Land of 
10,000 Loves: A History of Queer Minnesota (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2012); Brock Thompson, 
The Un-Natural State: Arkansas and the Queer South (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 2010).

8 Ronald Porambo, No Cause for Indictment: An Autopsy of Newark (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971).

9 Kevin Mumford, Interzones: Black/White Sex Districts in Chicago and New York in the Early Twentieth Century 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1997); Mumford, Newark: A History of Race, Rights, and Riots in America 
(New York: New York University Press, 2007); Mumford, Not Straight, Not White: Black Gay Men from the March 
on Washington to the AIDS Crisis (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2016).

10 Elena Gorfinkel, Lewd Looks: American Sexploitation Cinema in the 1960s (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2017); Jeffrey Escoffier, “Sex in the Seventies: Gay Porn Cinema as an Archive for the History of American 
Sexuality,” Journal of the History of Sexuality 26, no. 1 (2017): 88–113. 
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work, I have examined Pat Rocco’s groundbreaking gay soft-core films as acts of  place-
claiming in late-1960s Los Angeles, as well as the ways both straight and gay hard core 
narrate the purported urban crisis of  the 1970s.11 The intersection of  adult film and 
urban history remains fertile ground for further analysis, and yet the overwhelming 
preponderance of  this material was shot in three cities. We can find scattered stand-
alone examples in Memphis, Seattle, and elsewhere—Detroit’s Hot Summer in the City 
(Gail Palmer, 1976) is one striking bit of  porno-urbanism. However, other noncoastal 
cities have even sparser filmic records. New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco 
dominate the history of  hard core, at least until the San Fernando Valley and to a lesser 
extent Las Vegas begin their ascent (in both cases largely without the rich location 
shooting of  1970s porn). Beyond the internet-era tube-site videos, I can locate only 
two adult films shot in Newark, both thanks to the copious documentation at the Rialto 
Report: Love Lords (Bob Mason, 1972), a soft-core crime thriller with some vivid location 
shooting that was later spiced up with inserts and revived as the hard-core Saturday 
Night Special (Sam Bloch, 1976), and Joy (Harley Mansfield, 1977), a primarily New 
York–based film that concludes with a scene at Newark Liberty International Airport. 
Neither engages with desire embodied in a specific urban setting the way neanea14’s 
videos do. 
 But if  we turn to exhibition, pornography returns us to urban histories of  film and 
sexuality largely unrecorded. During the 1970s and into the 1980s, publicly screened 
hard-core films defined the urban landscape. Samuel Delany’s Times Square Red, 
Times Square Blue, which brilliantly blends personal memoir with sociological analysis, 
inevitably stands as the canonical citation for describing the cross-class, multiracial (yet 
generally homosocial) public sphere of  democratic sexuality enabled by pornographic 
space, in which men seeking to fulfill “needs that most of  our society does not yet 
know how to acknowledge” also forge community and solidarity in porn theaters.12 
Delany’s depiction, loving yet carefully nonutopian (“humane and functional” is his 
precise description), seems broadly applicable to other spaces of  smut.13 But what does 
it mean to extricate adult theaters from the already-sexualized space of  Times Square 
to the less preemptively eroticized terrain of  a place like Newark? Where does this 
intense, concentrated, complicatedly queer space fit into the narrative of  postindustrial 
Black (and later, Latino) cities? 
 Newark still hosts the Little Theatre, which has outlasted every porn theater in 
Manhattan and nearly all in the New York City metropolitan area.14 To date, no scholar 
has paid heed to the venue, but if  we take it seriously as a sexual institution, it points 

11 Whitney Strub, “Mondo Rocco: Mapping Gay Los Angeles Sexual Geography in the Late-1960s Films of Pat 
Rocco,” Radical History Review 113 (2012): 13–34; Strub, “From Porno Chic to Porno Bleak: Representing the 
Urban Crisis in 1970s American Pornography,” in Porno Chic and the Sex Wars: American Sexual Representation 
in the 1970s, ed. Carolyn Bronstein and Whitney Strub (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2016), 
27–52.

12 Samuel Delany, Times Square Red, Times Square Blue (New York: New York University Press, 1999), 90.

13 For a rare look at heterosexuality in contemporary adult theaters, see David Church, “‘This Thing of Ours’: Het-
erosexuality, Recreational Sex, and the Survival of Adult Movie Theaters,” Media Fields Journal 8 (2014), http://
mediafieldsjournal.squarespace.com/this-thing-of-ours.

14 All that remain of the classic adult theaters in New York are the King’s Highway, deep in Brooklyn, and the Fair 
Theatre in East Elmhurst, Queens. 
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toward further ways adult film history can enrich our current stories of  sexuality, race, 
and urban history. Moreover, researching the Little Theatre leads one immediately 
to the perpetual archival crisis of  pornography, in which traditional documentation 
remains elusive. When I interviewed Danny Ganota, who ran the three-hundred-seat 
theater from approximately 1966 to his death in 2017, I asked what sort of  records he 
had. He told me they all went out in trash bags years earlier.15 Material in the National 
Board of  Review of  Motion Pictures records at New York Public Library establishes 
the theater’s early years as a white ethnic haven with second-run Hollywood movies 
interspersed with films in German, Yiddish, and other languages. We can learn what 
the opening-night screening was in March 1930 (the 1928 Indian film Shiraz [Franz 
Osten]) but not much about the theater’s later sex culture.16

 The Little Theatre followed a standard trajectory for midsized venues, shifting 
to frolicsome nudie films by the late 1950s, grittier sexploitation in the 1960s, and 
finally hard core in the early 1970s, which it has shown ever since, switching to video 
projection sometime in the 1980s and digital by the early twenty-first century.17 
Around the mid-1980s it opened an “all-male” screen, located at the top of  a tight, 
winding stairwell and consisting of  a large flat-screen television and about twelve 
chairs. Behind the screen, a small unlit room allows for both sex and conversation. A 
purported third screen noted on the ad board at the ticket counter merely consists of  
two small elevated televisions at opposite ends of  the main hallway, playing the same 
video, often louder than the muffled audio on the main screen. 
 The exhibition histories of  such theaters are familiar to adult film scholars, although 
the Little Theatre’s longevity is noteworthy. Framed from another angle, however, the 
Little Theatre points toward urban sexual geographies less recognized than those of  
such iconic neighborhoods as Greenwich Village or the Castro. From interviews at 
the Queer Newark Oral History Project (which I codirect at Rutgers–Newark), we 
know that the theater was part of  a thriving public sex culture as far back as the 1950s, 
when John, an Irish-Catholic born in 1938, turned tricks with older men as a teenager 
there, in between his purely for-pleasure dalliances elsewhere across the city.18 Later, 
as the sexual revolution was inscribed on the urban landscape, the theater became 
something of  an anchor for downtown Newark’s small but robust red-light district, 
which included two more porn theaters by the 1970s and the Lincoln Motel, where 
prostitution and in-room adult movies sat alongside Zanzibar, a mixed straight and gay 
disco and a crucial site for New Jersey house music. 
 By this point, Newark’s demographics had shifted, as it became a Black-majority 
city around 1965, and the first major East Coast city to elect a Black mayor, Kenneth 
Gibson, in 1970. Black Power politics, under whose aegis Gibson had run (but would 

15 Danny Ganota, author interview, June 15, 2016, Newark, NJ. 

16 Invitational flyer, March 14, 1930, box 150, folder 1, National Board of Review of Motion Pictures Records, New 
York Public Library.

17 Sources for this paragraph can be read in more detail at Whitney Strub, “The Sticky Floors of History at the 
Little Theater (Pornography in Newark, Part 4),” Strublog (blog), September 18, 2016, https://strublog.wordpress 
.com/2016/09/18/the-sticky-floors-of-history-at-the-little-theater-pornography-in-newark-part-4.

18 John, oral history, August 3, 2016, Queer Newark Oral History Project, http://queer.newark.rutgers.edu/interviews 
/john. 
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not always serve), broke with the old white machine politics of  Newark in many 
ways but shared much with the sexual and gender conservatism of  the Catholic 
and Jewish ethnic groups whose power it otherwise displaced. From Amiri Baraka’s 
deeply traditionalist gender politics to the inability of  civic leaders and local schools 
to openly confront the intersectional issues at stake in the 2003 murder of  masculine-
presenting fifteen-year-old Black lesbian Sakia Gunn, Newark remained beholden to 
what Zenzele Isoke, in her study of  Black women and the politics of  resistance, labels 
“black heteropatriarchy.”19

 Certainly the social violence of  heteropatriarchy was felt, in Newark as in all US 
cities, in a multitude of  ways. And yet under Gibson and his successor, Sharpe James 
(who consecutively governed from 1970 until 2006), Newark showed virtually no pro-
pensity for the sort of  porn-busting fervor that periodically flared up in ostensibly more 
socially liberal New York from mayors John Lindsay through Rudy Giuliani. The regu-
lation of  sexuality in Newark was enforced not through the moral politics traditionally 
implemented via vice squads, raids, and zoning laws, but ultimately, instead, through 
gentrification and redevelopment, embodied in mayor Cory Booker, harbinger of  
Newark’s devolution from Black Power politics to Twitter-based neoliberalism. Still, 
even when the Lincoln Motel met its end in 2007, eagerly bulldozed by the then re-
cently elected Booker, an amused New York Times noted the Cameo Twin Theater down 
the street, “whose cinematic delights appeal to those of  all sexual orientations.”20

 The Cameo closed in 2010. Danny Ganota passed away in May 2017, and a 
For Lease sign went up on the Little Theatre the following week. That year brought 
changes—the disappearance of  the two video-game consoles in the hallway, an admis-
sion charge raised from ten to twelve dollars—but as of  this writing in April 2018, 
the Little Theatre remains defiantly open. It is a relic, to be sure, anachronistic in the 
era of  Grindr and tube sites, but also a thriving sexual public sphere to the bitter end, 
inhabited largely but not exclusively by men of  color. Its clientele skews middle-aged 
but includes a sizable contingent of  younger men. A typical weekday afternoon might 
find a dozen men scattered throughout the theater; on a weekend, there are sometimes 
several dozen. Almost no one sits and watches the films, which lurch erratically from 
glossy French porno noir to scenes from GirlsRimming.com, from the work of  queer 
feminist director Nica Noelle to such random curios as Gotcha! (2008), directed by 
golden-age performer Paul Thomas. Rather, it is the pornographic space itself  that en-
ables the sex culture, which transpires in the seats, bathroom, upstairs backroom, and 
screen-adjacent exit hallway (which offers no exit, the door to outside being locked). 
 Again, none of  this is exceptional to Newark. But it is important to consider given 
contemporary queer theory’s New York–centric eagerness to mourn the “ghosts of  
public sex” after Disney killed Times Square and the Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority locked the bathrooms.21 That spirit is alive and well a few miles away, not 

19 Zenzele Isoke, Urban Black Women and the Politics of Resistance (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013).

20 Andrew Jacobs, “Newark Loses Unwanted Landmark as Lincoln Motel Goes,” New York Times, October 8, 2007.

21 José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: New York University Press, 
2009).
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centered on white men, and visible in no small part through pornographic space 
and production. Consequently, Newark’s underappreciated urban erotics and queer 
history offer a compelling argument for the importance of  adult film history beyond 
the niche of  porn studies. ✽

Sadly, the Little Theater abruptly closed on June 25, 2018. Public sex in Newark, however, lives on.
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